Sixty More WPA Strikers Are Indicted

Stassen Slave Act Must be Repealed
Says State F. of L.

Minnesota Labor Demands People Be Given Right
To Vote on War

Trying to Smash Labor Movement!

160 Crowned Diamondball
Champs

American Wicker, 1895
Negotiating

Erickson Case Watched by Labor

Creamette Negotiations Resumed

454 Signs Escalation

544, Market Settlement Seeks Near

300 Apply for jobs with the

A PETITION TO CONGRESS

We the undersigned hereby support the Minnesota State Federation of Labor in its demand that Congress prepare a Bill which will provide that any proposal for the declaration of war against any nation shall be submitted to a direct referendum vote of the people of the United States.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

AFL's WFA Defense Committee to Hold Citywide Tag Day on October 7th!

On the National Picket Line

Despite the fact that the rank-and-file membership of the Minneapolis Working Women's Organization Committee has demonstrated veryably in the past few months that it is willing to fight for more jobs out of the Big Four Parks, it is the strong belief of the executive committee that the committee must not only continue to struggle for jobs, but must also stand firm against the encroachment of the Service Corporation on the jobs of the Working Woman.

A convention of the leadership of the WWC was held on Wednesday evening, and it was decided that the executive committee of the WWC will hold a meeting on Monday evening, at which time it will be decided whether or not to demand a meeting with the Big Four Parks Management Committee to discuss the situation.
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Orchard-Blue-Stump Scheme Will Lower Relief Standards

The real clue to the purpose behind the national administration's "orchard and blue stump" plan lies in this fact that it is not being endorsed by the Milwaukee Board of Public Welfare, which is a justifi- cation for reduction in grocery and milk orders for relief families.

The "orchard and blue stump" plan is the result of a series of pressures exerted by the Great Depression. In March, 1933, the Federal government urged the Board of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation and the West Coast Home Owners' Loan Corporation to act on the "orchard and blue stump" plan.

The Secretary of Agriculture was called upon to be the originator of the plan, the one connected with giving the order, the "orchard and blue stump," and the one responsible for the order.

What the Plan Is

Every one who has followed the Fed- eral's Public Works Board and the Blue Relief Board, and who has read about and written about the Blue Relief Board, knows the "orchard and blue stump" plan.

Some years later, the New Deal Administration got rid of the huge blocks of relief work in the Blue Relief Board, because there was no place to find work for the millions of unemployed. The Federal government then turned to the orchard and blue stump plan, which is the most recent example of this kind of plan.

The F.C.C. plan works on the principle that fruit is in surplus, and that the surplus will be used to buy the large amounts of relief work, which is also in surplus.

In other words, the F.C.C. plan is designed to bring the surplus of fruit and the surplus of relief work together to relieve the surplus of the unemployed.

The local relief agencies will be given the surplus fruit and blue stumps, which are surplus to the needs of the people, and the surplus of the relief work, which are surplus to the needs of the people.
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60 More Strikers Face Indictments

The action by the United Miners Alliance indicated one of the high points of the strike which has been raging for nearly eight months (N) each prison has been released by the acts and efforts of the AFL-WPA Defense Committee.

COST TO DATE

"Some 1,200 of our boys have already been sentenced and quite a number of other cases have been heard this week. The cost to date in General Union Local 301 and 302 is $1,200.00 for legal services. Many of these cases were handled by the AFL-WPA Defense Committee and a number of them have been released.

"Some of the leading attorneys in the state have been retained by the Defense Committee and they are working hard to secure a release of our boys. Many of the cases have been reduced to the point where our boys have been released."

WPA Trial Developments At A Glance

103 WPA workers indicted by a special committee of the A.F.L.-WPA Defense Committee. The trial of 75 of them was held in the W. H. H. Evans building and was continued until today.

ATTENTION! Board Members

Management has been notified that the last hour of the WPA strike is set for this Saturday, March 30. It is anticipated that the strike will be ended at midnight on that date.

SUNDAY FORUM OPENS WITH TALK ON WAR

Greenhouse Dance at the WPA Clubhouse will be held tonight at 8:00 p.m. The program will include a discussion of the current situation in Europe and the Middle East by a group of WPA Clubhouse members.

STATE LABOR ASK SANS TUESDAY REPEAL

The state labor laws are being reviewed by the state labor board. The board is seeking to repeal the state labor laws that were enacted in 1934.

LOCAL 1859 KNOTS TO YOU

By R. F. Gilmour

Ride, pride, kirk, kirk, kirk, kirk, kirk, kirk.

"What's that for?"

"200 knots to you, if you can do it.

WPA workers were notified by the End War Committee of a meeting of the End War Citizens Committee at the WPA Clubhouse at 9:00 a.m. on the 30th of March.
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WHERE TO PARK?

That's no longer a question... it's a big problem! And a challenge! A challenge to all those who drive-to-work or drive-on-lunch!

But—no for those with willing rides! Who don't have parking fees, traffic tags, and the excessive cost of driving, they enjoy much more comfort and safety.

WEBB OIL CO. INC.

Minneapolis Wholesale Distributors of GABALDO'S Quality Fuel, 5 Flt. Thompson Street.

15 Plum Street, N., Minneapolis.

ALCOA ICE

Cedar Lake Ice & Fuel Company, 560 Olive St., Minneapolis.
Let's Do It on the National Picket Line!

**Organized labor can take action at the utmost of the White House and Attorney General. Minnesota Labor relatively unimportant, sabotage, propaganda and other subversive activities.**

We remember that this is the talk of the past before 1918, and we remember that it always ended with the words of a little child, who longed to play on the groundwork to handbooks and organize the attacks on the slogans of "protecting the country against subversive activity." Our conviction is that the United States is already laying the groundwork to handbooks and organize the attacks on the slogans of "protecting the country against subversive activity." The Attorney General of the United States issued a bulletin on September 4th, 1918, that Attorney General has issued an order "to stop the spread of sabotage and propaganda and other activities, as well as sabotage and propaganda and other subversive activities.

On September 15th, the government announced that Attorney General had issued an order "to stop the spread of sabotage and propaganda and other subversive activities." The government had already asked the Federal Bureau of Investigation to receive information from foreign governments and to report on the spread of sabotage and propaganda and other subversive activities.

Our conviction is that this move is directed against the labor movement in the Twin Cities. The United States government is already laying the groundwork to handbooks and organize the attacks on the slogans of "protecting the country against subversive activity." The government had already asked the Federal Bureau of Investigation to receive information from foreign governments and to report on the spread of sabotage and propaganda and other subversive activities.

Let no worker be fooled by this projected campaign "against sabotage, sabotage and propaganda and other subversive activities." They mean our union, they mean us.

A Page from Minnesota's History

When waiting for the Minneapolis Times-Union to answer the questions, our readers might like to make a point of reading the period with the prior period during our experience.

Now as the old man of capital—the press, the public, the politicians—wakes from the long sleep of his dreams, the presses of the newspapers for peace. Pacifists of the type of the Times-Union have already been busy for some months. They have been busy for some months, and have been busy for some months. They have been busy for some months, and have been busy for some months.

The Minneapolis Times-Union was organized in 1873 as a branch of the American Peace Society. By the end of the year, the society had already asked for a list of the names of the members of the University of Minnesota. Everyone felt secure in the belief that his work for peace was a victory in the cause of peace. Everyone felt secure in the belief that his work for peace was a victory in the cause of peace. Everyone felt secure in the belief that his work for peace was a victory in the cause of peace.

Go to work and defend the peace of the world. We are in the face of war. The world is facing the face of war. The world is facing the face of war. The world is facing the face of war.

**Organization in the making.** The Minneapolis Times-Union has made up its mind to organize a new society for peace. The Minneapolis Times-Union has made up its mind to organize a new society for peace. The Minneapolis Times-Union has made up its mind to organize a new society for peace.
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